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Background: Discussions about racism, ethnicity, sexism, discrimination, and diversity have increased
within medicine, and their impact on the physician workforce, advancement, hiring, wage inequities,
mistreatment, and scholarly output, to name a few. Most medical organizations have created policies
and initiatives on diversity and inclusion, focusing on supporting underrepresented minorities. Similar
discussions are taking place online, including on Twitter, via specific hashtags, such as #BlackMenInMedicine, #ILookLikeASurgeon. News reports suggested some of these hashtags were “trending.” We set
out to assess selected hashtags and analyze their spread, as well as whether or how health professional
organizations publicized or amplified this emerging discourse on Twitter.
Methodology: We computed tweet volume, retweet volume impressions, and spread for selected
hashtags and for health-profession organizations.
Results: The overall volume was average or below average when compared with all active Twitter
users; however, the retweet percentage was 60%, suggesting high levels of engagement. There was modest spread of most of the messages containing the hashtags, with the exception of #ilooklikeasurgeon
tweets, due to its relationship to the cover of a major nonmedical magazine. Spread for some hashtags,
despite very low initial retweets, was increased due to retweeting by accounts with high volume of followers. Medical societies’ contributions to dissemination were very minor.
Conclusion: Strengthening, deepening and, ultimately, expanding the conversation on diversity and
inclusion in medicine on Twitter requires an intentional and strategic use of hashtags, photographs and
links; Engaging “influencers” such as mainstream media and medical organizations is also critical to
more widespread dissemination. (J Am Board Fam Med 2019;32:28 –36.)
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Historically, women and Black men have been underrepresented in medicine and the targets of discrimination in hiring, wages, harassment, and professional advancement opportunities.1,2 Not only is
a lack of diversity among physician leaders problematic for the medical profession, it may have
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adverse impacts on the health and wellbeing of
patients.3,4
To raise awareness of this problem and reach
stakeholders within the worlds of academia, medicine
and health care in general, medical organizations have
created policies and initiatives on diversity and inclusion that focus on improving opportunities for female
and minority physicians.5–12
Since its launch in 2006, Twitter has allowed
everyone, including physicians, to exchange ideas
with colleagues, the public, and other stakeholders13–15 and create virtual communities.16,17 Twitter users can post messages (“tweets”) of up to 280
characters that other users can share (“retweet”) to
their followers, greatly magnifying the messages’
spread. As regular users (RM and KL), we noticed
a growing Twitter discourse on racism, discrimination, and diversity in medicine, including online
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH

Term
Twitter user
Twitter handle/username
Tweet
Retweet (RT)
Follower
Hashtag
Tweet initial impressions
Tweet spread
Trending
Viral
Connectedness

Description
A user who has a unique account
The name and/or identity of a user on Twitter (e.g., @STFM_FM), applies to individuals
as well as organizations and businesses
A message limited to 280 characters posted by a Twitter user
A tweet that is forwarded by a Twitter user who did not author the original tweet
A user who receives all of the tweets of the Twitter user account holder
A topic or event that a user wants to send a tweet about. To easily identify it, the #
symbol precedes the topic word/phrase (e.g., #womenInMedicine)
The number of users who see the tweet when it is initially posted
The number of people who see the tweet initially and after it is propagated (or retweeted)
Topics that—according to speciﬁc algorithms tailored to individual users, are popular at a
given time. Trends are decided based on sharp spikes on a topic compared to the norm.
A tweet that spreads quickly to a large number of users
A measure and spatial representation of the connectivity of users and followers and the
relationship between them.

campaigns to promote gender and racial equality
and equity via speciﬁc hashtags (see Table 1 for
deﬁnitions). News reports suggest that some of
these hashtags were “trending”18 –21— or spiking in
frequency and number compared with the norm.22
We wanted to assess how such conversations circulate on Twitter by analyzing some common metrics, such as the volume, dissemination, and content
of hashtags on women and Black men in medicine.
We also wanted to determine whether or how
mainstream health professional organizations representing the majority of US-based physicians or
speciﬁc subgroups of physicians, engage in or help
expand this emerging discourse on Twitter.

Methodology
This project is based on publicly available data.
Because no private data was collected, maintained,
or inferred, this project and thus did not meet
criteria for Institutional Review Board (IRB) review. We selected the speciﬁc hashtags based on
anecdotal popularity (see Table 2), and conﬁrmed
their inclusion on the Health Care Hashtag Project, which curates common, emerging, and popular
hashtags in health care. This hashtag project is run
by Symplur, a social media analytics company that
specializes in health care (https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/).
Data Collection
We analyzed the appearance of these hashtags in
tweets between January 1, 2017 and December 31,
2017. We collected tweets containing one or more
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of the hashtags using the Twitter Application Programming Interface (https://developer.twitter.com/
en/docs)—the standard way Twitter has developed
for researchers to access data. We also collected
basic user proﬁles of the individuals who posted the
tweets, including their handles and number of followers. Finally, we also collected the basic user
proﬁle information of medical organizations and
the tweets that they posted in 2017. These organizations were selected based on their prominence in
the ﬁeld, and representation of a diverse membership, that includes women and black men.
Variables/Metrics
We constructed the following variables for each selected hashtag: volume of tweets per month (tweet
volume), volume of retweets per month (retweet volume), initial impressions per month (initial impressions), impressions resulting from initial tweet and
retweets per month (spread), number of distinct
contributors using the hashtag in one or more
tweets (contributors), and counts of the most frequent words used for each hashtag (frequent
words). We also computed aggregates of these variables across all the hashtags in our dataset. The
number of initial impressions for a single tweet
represents the number of individuals who see the
tweet when it is posted by a user (U). While many
different methods for computing impressions have
been proposed, Twitter deﬁnes an impression as
the number of times a user is shown a tweet in their
timeline or during search results.23 Because we do
not have access to Twitter search results, we use the
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Table 1. Definitions of Basic Twitter Terms and Metrics

Hashtag

Description and Curated in Healthcare Hashtags

#ilooklikeasurgeon

Created by women surgeons and related to equity and equality for
women in the ﬁeld of surgery. (Curated in Symplur).
From a weekly tweetchat discussing issues that women face in
medicine. “The goals . . . to provide a safe space for the
respectful discussion of issues of gender in medicine . . . an
environment that will hopefully begin to shift the culture of
medicine forward.” (Curated in Symplur)
Conference hashtag of a Harvard Medical School CME/CNE
course for physicians, nurses and other healthcare leaders that
focuses on professional development and networking, diversity
and inclusion. (Curated in Symplur).
About women and minority empowerment through role models of
the same gender/race/ethnicity. (Not appearing on Symplur).
Even though it was ﬁrst used in 2013, it did not gain traction
until a presentation on the number of African American men in
medical school in 2017. Addresses racial diversity for black
males. (Curated in Symplur).
Related to leadership for women in medicine and science and
women as experts. (Curated in Symplur.)
General catchphrase about diversity in medicine. Does not appear
in Symplur.

#WomenInMedicine

#SheLeads2017

#seeitbeit
#BlackMenInMedicine

#QuoteHer
#diversityinmedicine

deﬁnition of impressions proposed by the health
care analytic website, Symplur since that deﬁnition
has been used in different health-related studies.24,25 Symplur deﬁnes impressions as an estimate
of the number of times a tweet may be viewed and
calculates it by multiplying the number of tweets
posted that use speciﬁc hashtags by user U by the
number of followers (f) for that user, and then adds
these numbers across all user during the analysis
time period. More formally, we compute the initial
impressions for a hashtag, I(h), as follows:
I共h兲 ⫽

冘

n
j⫽1

兩U j共 f 兲兩

Year Hashtag Started
Being Used (Volume
That Year)
2013 (⬍5)
2010 (⬍5)

2016 (⬍5)

2010 (⬍5)
2013 (⬍5)

2009 (⬍50)
2012 (⬍5)

where h is a speciﬁc hashtag, n is the number of
tweets, rj is the number of times the jth tweet was
retweeted, U⬘ is a follower of U who retweeted U’s
tweet and 兩U⬘k(f )兩 is the number of followers for U⬘.
We approximated 兩U⬘k(f )兩 using the median
number of followers for the users who post a tweet
containing 1 of our medical diversity hashtags. We
use the median because the distribution is skewed
and the mean may give a ﬁgure that is large. We
used the same variables for the professional associations, and included the proportion of all tweets
posted by the professional association containing a
selected hashtag.

Results
where n is the number of tweets and 兩Uj(f )兩 is the
number of followers of user Uj.
This particular deﬁnition of impressions does
not include retweet information explicitly. Therefore, we extend the notion of impressions to explicitly incorporate impressions related to retweets.
The spread (S) of a hashtag is computed by combining the initial impressions to the impressions
resulting from retweets. More formally, we compute the spread for a hashtag, S(h), as follows:
S共h兲 ⫽

冘

n
j⫽1

共兩U j共 f 兲兩 ⫹

冘

rj
k⫽1
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Spread and Dissemination
Table 3 shows the overall volume of tweets and
retweets that used the selected hashtags in 2017,
which is fairly average when compared with all
active Twitter users (the average active user sends
approximately 550 tweets per year),26 but modest
when considering active hashtags (the #metoo
hashtag has been included in over 18 million tweets
since October 2017). There was modest spread
associated with these messages, with a ratio of
retweets to tweets ranging from 1.5 to 6. The
notable exceptions were the #ilooklikeasurgeon
tweets involving a cover of The New Yorker (from
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Table 2. Selected Healthcare Hashtags Related to Diversity and Inclusion in Medicine

Hashtag

Total
Tweets

Contributors

Total
Retweets

Initial
Impressions

Spread

#ilooklikeasurgeon
#WomenInMedicine
#SheLeads2017
#seeitbeit
#BlackMenInMedicine
#QuoteHer
#diversityinmedicine

11,582
5094
2719
1079
737
649
160

2181
1087
301
176
151
146
142

60,643
14,650
7607
1519
4432
2574
377

2,707,841
1,952,259
313,693
12,861,874
8,629,263
163,620,576
13,275,032

4,750,993
3,138,873
487,490
13,562,133
12,136,090
191,576,999
20,028,682

April 2017) that featured the masked faces of 4
female surgeons looking down at an operating
ﬁeld.27 This cover photograph appeared on the
timelines of millions of users.
The overall retweet impressions of these hashtags
were between just under 500 thousand and 5 million.
This gives us an estimate of how many additional
accounts were seeing the tweet. These ﬁgures also
show that the median number of followers for the
users posting tweets with the hashtags was 461 and
the average was 8163. In comparison, in 2013, the
median number of followers for users posting in the
previous 30 days was 61,28 and using Twitter statistics released in 2017, this mean is higher than
that of the normal user on Twitter, which is 707.26
The 22,019 tweets sent containing one of the medical diversity hashtags in 2017 were sent by 5683
different Twitter users. Sixty-eight of these users
used one or more of these hashtags in more than 50
tweets. Of the 22,019 tweets, over 60% were
retweeted. Figure 1 shows the various hashtags and
variations in volume and activity by month for
2017.
Connectedness
Looking at “connectedness”—a measure and spatial representation of the connectivity between users and followers and the bidirectional relationship
between them—we analyzed the Twitter activity of
several health professional groups to see if/how
they were using the hashtags in their tweets. Collectively, these organizations tweeted between 995
and 2197 times each month in 2017. Overall,
tweets using the selected hashtags made up a minuscule proportion of their overall tweets (Table
4), with the exception of tweets from the Association of Women Surgeons, which used one of the
hashtags in 11% of its tweets.
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Figure 2 further illustrates how little overlap
occurred between professional societies and users
of the diversity hashtags. Lines are drawn between
the professional societies and the diversity hashtags
if the professional society posted tweets that contain the speciﬁed hashtag. @WomenSurgeons is
the only society that has used most of the hashtags
in tweets they have posted.

Discussion
Physicians use Twitter to share scholarship, comment on research, engage with colleagues and the
public, create virtual communities, and build new
social networks.28 –31 Increasingly, many are using
Twitter to reﬂect on personal experiences, advocate
for change, and engage in discussions surrounding
racism, discrimination, and sexism in medicine.16
Our study is the ﬁrst to characterize Twitter discourse on women and Black men in medicine via
commonly used hashtags.
Overall, the use of these hashtags has been limited, but it has been growing. One notable exception is #ILookLikeASurgeon. Interestingly, that
campaign started in 2015,31,32 but in April 2017 it
was adopted by Twitter users to go along with the
New Yorker cover and the ensuing photographs
sent from around the world of women surgeons.33
As a means of comparison, the top tweets on Twitter
are retweeted over a half million times. In contrast,
the top tweets in our evaluation were retweeted a
mere 500 times. At the same time, the “retweet percentage” of tweets with these hashtags was 60%. This
represents a very high level of engagement, since
overall, only 1% of tweets on Twitter are retweeted.34
We also see examples of hashtags with a relatively small number of tweets initially (#QuoteHer
and #diversityinmedicine), ending up with a large
spread. This is due to who was retweeting or using
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Table 3. Volume of Tweets and Retweets Using Diversity Hashtags from January 1 to December 31, 2017

the hashtag. #QuoteHer was used by 5 handles that
had over 100 thousand followers each (@harvardmed, @womensmediacntr, @Medscape, @CJR,
@DrLindaMD). For #diversityimedicine, we did
not see many users with 100 thousand followers,
but they had a few inﬂuential users, including
@picardonhealth (a well known health journalist
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with ⬎70 thousand followers) and @BlackWomenMDs (with about 10 thousand followers) tweeted
repeatedly using the hashtag.
While this is a start, these conversations have
not reached their potential, although it is unlikely
they would become as large as #metoo or #blacklivesmatter or others that have gone truly “viral.”
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Figure 1. Hashtags and their volume by month for 2017.

Handle

Diversity Tweet
Volume

Overall
Tweets

Overall
Retweets

0
1
0
0
4
3
15
0
0
9
0
209

4314
1100
3050
1819
2665
721
272
485
490
248
906
1862

10731
3299
11391
80404
60303
720
183
471
544
537
1179
8399

@aafp
@ACPinternists
@AmCollSurgeons
@AmerAcadPeds
@AmerMedicalAssn
@AMSANational
@AMWADoctors
@NationalMedAssn
@SocietyGIM
@societyofBAS
@STFM_FM
@WomenSurgeons

However, for such hashtags (and associated tweets,
themes and ideas) to go viral just within our medical community, more people and professional societies need to use them, we need to target “inﬂuencers” or those with a large following, and we
need to be persistent in tweeting and retweeting
frequently and repeatedly.

Diversity Tweet
Signiﬁcance
0
⬍ 1%
0
0
⬍ 1%
⬍ 1%
6%
0
0
4%
0
11%

Events “in real life” (IRL) drive content on
Twitter. Spikes in the #ILookLikeASurgeon were
linked to the publication of the New Yorker cover
cartoon in April 2017; The #BlackMenInMedicine
had its spike in November 2017, coinciding with a
campaign on racial diversity in medicine promoted
by an organization called “Tour for Diversity in

Figure 2. Connectedness and amplification: medical societies’ and organizations’ use of selected hashtags.
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Table 4. Medical Groups’ Use of Diversity Hashtags between January to December 2017
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“outside” of the selected hashtags by individuals
and organizations that do not use them (purposely
or simply because they are not aware of them) or
use them incorrectly.
Moreover, sometimes campaigns use multiple
hashtags (#BMIM is sometimes used to denote
#BlackMenInMedicine), further limiting a comprehensive assessment. What is more, our selection of
hashtags represents our own notion of what is important and is limited to our personal exposures in
our personal Twitter feeds. As such, we may have
omitted other important hashtags, affecting how
representative our selections are of all hashtags
related to diversity in medicine. Further, we did not
include all health-profession organizations, universities, medical schools or other societies with a
stake in this conversation. Finally, we also did not
conduct subanalyses of the effects of other factors
affecting the dissemination and spread such as the
inclusion of photographs, links or tweets’ time of
day (all which have been linked to dissemination
potential37).
By and large, however, the study of the impact of
social media discourse in health and medicine— on
patient outcomes, professional and patient behavior, dissemination of research—is still in its infancy.38 – 41

Conclusion
Discussions surrounding racism, sexism, and discrimination in medicine are gaining momentum
and reaching wider audiences within our profession. The conversation can be broadened to reach
across specialties, geographical locations, and even
beyond medicine through the use of social media,
but we must be more intentional in our use of
Twitter, and of hashtags, for this purpose. Recent
data has shown that the use of hashtags increases
engagement, as does the use of images and links.37
For researchers being intentional may mean creating more uniform means of quantifying and assessing dissemination via hashtags.37 On the individual user level it may mean using photographs,
linking to relevant web sites, noticing emerging
diversity-related hashtags, using them purposefully,
tagging multiple organizations and Twitter “inﬂuencers.” It may also mean contributing new
hashtags to the Health Care Hashtag Project,42 a
“social project” soliciting input from users to curate
“trending” data and Internet discourse via hashtags.
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Medicine.”35 The #SheLeads hashtag showed increased popularity just before and during a conference36; the #womenInMedicine hashtags, used during weekly tweetchats, also peaked in April, perhaps
used along with the #ILookLikeASurgeon hashtag.
The temporal variations illustrate how difﬁcult
it is to sustain the momentum of such “campaigns”
over a long period of time, and attest to the ﬂeeting
nature of “organized hashtags,” especially since any
user can create their own hashtag and enough people need to know about the hashtag and copy it into
their tweets to matter. The smallest variations in
hashtag composition (eg, #pediatrics, #pediatric,
#pediatrician), sometime related to typing errors,
mean that tagged tweets will not be curated as part
of the same “conversation,” making it more difﬁcult for researchers to track the real spread and
distribution.
One way to sustain a conversation is to have
organizations, known entities or health care leaders
start using a hashtag to tag speciﬁc issues. Very few
health professional groups used any of the selected
hashtags, and those that did, did so rarely. This
omission represents a missed opportunity to not
only amplify important on-line conversations, but
to lead them. It may send the impression that the
diversity and inclusion are not priorities for the
selected organizations. For such hashtags to be essentially ignored by Twitter inﬂuencers from
within the medical community will essentially
guarantee that important content will remain conﬁned to small silos and closed communities. Health
profession organizations have the opportunity to
amplify messages related to racism, sexism, discrimination and diversity in an intersectional and
cross-disciplinary manner. Most of them have
thousands, if not hundreds of thousands of followers (eg, the American Medical Association has over
650 thousand followers).
Our study has several limitations. First and foremost, this evaluation represents data from a limited
time period. Content and context continuously
evolve on social media, so while this investigation
looked at an entire year, it may not be representative of trends in the present and future. Second, our
focus on hashtags means that we only captured a
limited number of tweets – and a narrower discourse – and may have missed important discussions in tweets without the selected hashtags. In
addition, social media conversations about diversity, racism and discrimination in medicine occur
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Individuals and organizations have the potential to
amplify and broaden awareness of obstacles faced by
women and Black men in medicine. It may be in the
best interest of organizations to become aware of
what their members and others in the ﬁeld are tweeting, what hashtags are being used and how the discourse on inclusion and diversity is shifting. We
would like to see health care organizations, however,
also take an active role in strengthening, deepening
and, ultimately, expanding the conversation not only
on Twitter, but more importantly IRL—in real life.
Diversity and inclusion in medicine must go viral, on
and off the Internet.
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